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Ties to friends, kin, and acquaintances form the essential architecture of communication in daily 
life. In this web of relationships, networks of individuals bound together by a joint enterprise 
represent interactional sites where linguistic variation can acquire locally-relevant social meaning (see 
Milroy 2002). Such communities have complex structures, in which connection densities and tie 
strengths define their members' network positions and roles (e.g., "leaders," "loners," "lames," 
"brokers," "in-betweens"), mediating these individuals' influence over others' language use (Labov 
1972, 2001; Milroy 1987; Eckert 2000).  These findings, however, are based primarily on static 
situations and speakers clustered in relatively small groups (see Chambers 1995 for a discussion). 

We present an agent-based computational model simulating the dynamics of emergence, spread, 
and establishment of norms (variants adopted by the majority) in a 900-agent network. We analogize 
this model to an urban or youth speech community over some time period. Consistent with many 
studies of social and influence networks (e.g., Mason et al. 2007), we represent the community's 
influence structure as a scale-free network. Agents update their language variants (lexical items or 
phonetic realizations) by selecting neighboring agents to copy with a probability proportional to those 
neighbors' influence or popularity (measured as number of links to those neighbors). 

Results show that new group norms arise and spread to the majority under two conditions: (1) 
network structure comprises both very highly connected agents and extremely peripheral members, 
and (2) agents “know” the popularity (in-degree) of their neighbors, and are more likely to copy from 
highly influential ones (an "in-degree biased voter model").  We demonstrate the necessity and 
sufficiency of these factors by systematically eliminating each of them using different network 
models and/or, so-called, update rules. Modeling a network with no central, highly-connected 
agents—structural equivalents of "leaders" in empirical studies of linguistic variation and change—
results in failure of any norm to appear. Similarly, when agents ignore popularity when copying their 
neighbor’s usage, no norm emerges.  Modeling a network with no peripheral members—structural 
equivalents of "loners"—results in a lack of innovation: one norm emerges and fixes forever. 

Our findings also show that non-norm features are a systematic property of peripheral 
individuals acting either as conservatives preserving old forms, or borrowers of new forms from 
outside the network (cf. Labov 1972:285-292). Thus, depending on the current state of the rest of the 
population, “loners” can play a dynamic role not captured in previous descriptions. Even if a variant 
has little initial support, i.e. only a few “loners” are using it at first, there is some probability that it 
may become the norm due to the stochastic nature of interactions and amplifying effects of the 
network structure.  In contrast to reports in the sociolinguistic literature (cf. Labov 2001:362), this 
model is able to locate the innovator.  As a research method, computational investigations of artificial 
networks with representative properties can effectively complement empirical studies of linguistic 
influence, variation, and change. 
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Figures: (a) New norms established one after the other; (b) in-degree distribution (number of links to 
neighbors) of network for simulation in (a); (c) “loners” removed, population rapidly converges to a single 
norm; (d) “leaders” (highly connected hubs) removed, no norm emerges; (e) agents select variant to copy 
randomly (no biasing) or based on random numbers assigned to each (random biasing), no norm established. 


